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I "WINTER'S

TALE"

WIRE

statue. She flings aside a curtain and discloses to view Hermione, to whom she speaks
these words :
Paulina. Music, awake her, strike I [Music.]
'T is time ; descend ; be stone no more : approach ;
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Strike all that look upon with marvel. Come ;
I'll fill your grave up : stir ; nay, come away ;
Bequeath to death your numbness, for from him
Dear life redeems you. You perceive, she stirs.
[HERMIONE descends from the pedestal.]
Start not: her actions shall be holy, as
You hear my spell is lawful : do not shun her,
Until you see her die again, for then
You kill her double. Nay, present your hand:
When she was young you woo'd her; now, in age,
Is she become the suitor !

WIRE. When you wake up in the morning,

one fifty-thousandth of an inch thick. Wires
such as these are used as spider-lines for telescopes and in the · manufacture of scientific
instruments. The commonest wires used are
made of steel or copper or alloys of both,
other metals employed being nickel, platinum,
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In making steel wire the bars or billets are
heated and conveyed to a set of rolls to . be
reduced in size. For ordinary sizes of wire the
billet is rolled down to a rod smaller than a
lead pencil. The heated rod is carried through
a pipe to a device which coils the rod. The
coiled metal i.s cooled and taken to the drawing
plant, where it is drawn into wire of all sizes.

perhaps it does not occur to you that one of
Removing the Scale with Acid
the chief reasons for your comfortable slumber
First, the scale which has accumulated is
is the fine wire network of the springs on removed by an acid bath, the acid being then
which your mattress rests. You look at your removed in an alkali bath. Next, the rod,
watch to see the time ; the mainspring of with its point made small enough, enters a
the mechanism is made of the finest tempered bell-mouthed hole in a drawn-plate or die
and flattened wire. If it is dark, the electric made of hard steel or, in some cases, of a dialight which you turn on is charged with power mond or ruby, and emerges from the smaller
tra.n smitted to you over· steel and copper end of the hole reduced in size. The process
wires. Perhaps the fence that surrounds your of drawing the wire through smaller and smaller
home is made of woven steel wire. Every holes continues until the desired size is reached.
time you use a· pin or needle
As the metal is drawn finer,
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or drive a nail, the wire inF L R z EL A N n_ :.~. R_D TA__ it becomes harder and more
dustry supplies you with the
·
. · 1 brittle, so that from time to
instrument.
The music of
. · . . ~ time it must be annealed to
your piano is largely the re·
make it soft and tough. It
sult of vibrations of finely
must also be constantly oiled
attuned wires. Indeed, there
as it is drawn through the
are few industries in which
dies. Fine wire may require
from 20 to 30 drawings.
wire does not have a place.
The improvement in the
Barbed wire was invented
manufacture of wire is one of
in the U.S.A. about 1875 to
the greatest steps forward that
fence in cattle. As a defence
industry has taken in the last
in war it was used in the
century. Many of the most
Spanish-American and other
wonderful inventions of our age
wars, but the full development
of barbed-wire entanglements
could never have reached their
present high efficiency had it
did not come until the World
not been for the discovery of
War of 1914-18, in which the
various combatants are said to
the method of making machine-drawn wire.
have used more than a million
For many centuries wire was
miles of barbed wire. These
made by beating metal into Florizel the Prince of Boherm·a a d P _ entanglements were intricately
plates, which were then cut dita, the daughter of Leontes 'an°d H=~- built, and were proof against
into strips and rounded by mione, on the . lawn b~fore a shepherd's any assaults except those made
further beating. Wire drawing
cottage.
by tanks.
was known in the 14th century, but the
Steel wire and wire net have come into wide
machinery used in this process, and the Bes- use in recent years as one of the materials to
semer steel, were not perfected until the last reinfo;rce concrete for roads and buildings.
Insulation of wires for carrying electricity
century.
Metals used for wire must be capable of has become an industry in itself. Rubber, silk,
being drawn out (ductile) and of sustaining cotton, jute, and paper are the substances most
weight or bending without snapping. Platin~m commonly used as insulators. The fibre inand gold possess these qualities in the highest sulation is wrapped spirally and protected by
degree; platinum has been drawn into wire paraffin or some other preservative .
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